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Abstract

Long-tailed instance segmentation is a challenging task
due to the extreme imbalance of training samples among
classes. It causes severe biases of the head classes (with
majority samples) against the tailed ones. This renders “how
to appropriately define and alleviate the bias” one of the
most important issues. Prior works mainly use label distribu-
tion or mean score information to indicate a coarse-grained
bias. In this paper, we explore to excavate the confusion
matrix, which carries the fine-grained misclassification de-
tails, to relieve the pairwise biases, generalizing the coarse
one. To this end, we propose a novel Pairwise Class Bal-
ance (PCB) method, built upon a confusion matrix which
is updated during training to accumulate the ongoing pre-
diction preferences. PCB generates fightback soft labels for
regularization during training. Besides, an iterative learning
paradigm is developed to support a progressive and smooth
regularization in such debiasing. PCB can be plugged and
played to any existing method as a complement. Experimen-
tal results on LVIS demonstrate that our method achieves
state-of-the-art performance without bells and whistles. Su-
perior results across various architectures show the general-
ization ability. The code and trained models are available at
https://github.com/megvii-research/PCB.

1. Introduction
The success of modern object detectors and instance seg-

mentors has been verified on rich and balanced datasets.
However, their performance drops dramatically when ap-
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Figure 1. Visualization of a randomly sampled 10-class categorical
confusion matrix of Mask R-CNN with ResNet-50-FPN on LVIS
v0.5 after taking logarithm with base 2. In current palette, higher
probabilities are shown with lighter colors. It reflects the model
biases clearly (e.g., the probability of misclassifying sunglasses to
measuring cup is larger than the reverse).

plied to datasets like LVIS [12] which is closer to the long-
tailed and large-vocabulary category distribution in the real-
world scenario. The devil lies in the classification prediction
bias caused by extreme imbalanced training sample volumes
among foreground classes [35]. Typically, it is common
to leverage instructive indications with positive correlation
with the prediction bias into modeling for de-biasing and
thus achieve better results. Prior works exploit the class-wise
sample frequencies in the training set as an intuitive indica-
tion [4,12,26,34]. However, the learning quality of a class is
not only about the distribution prior but also factors like op-
timization hardness [9], relevant to model learning process.
Feng et al. proposed the mean classification score [10] met-
ric. Such train-time model statistics can reflect the learning
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Table 1. The performance of models before and after post-hoc
calibration using different model statistics on the validation set.
Experiments were conducted on LVIS v0.5 using Mask R-CNN
with ResNet-50-FPN. MS stands for mean classification score [10]
and CM stands for confusion matrix. Calibration using CM could
achieve almost fully unbiased performance.

Sampler Info. AP APr APc APf APb

Random
/ 21.9 4.6 21.7 28.9 21.9

MS 25.7 14.3 27.3 28.2 25.4
CM 26.3 23.7 26.0 27.9 25.9

RFS [12]
/ 25.6 16.0 26.4 28.5 25.6

MS 27.0 20.6 28.2 28.0 27.0
CM 28.4 28.6 28.8 27.9 28.2

quality of classes beyond mere label distribution. Yet, we no-
tice that it considers only the sample classification statistics
within each class, ignoring the inter-class similarities.

To involve the inner-and-inter class relationship, the cat-
egorical confusion matrix is already a weapon in hand. It
carries the dynamic misclassification conditional probability
distribution between pairs of classes (Fig. 1). A proof study
is conducted on LVIS v0.5 [12] to verify our conjecture. The
upper bound performance of post-hoc calibration using con-
fusion matrix and mean score (both of the confusion matrix
and mean score are collected on the validation set) is testi-
fied. Detailed results are summarized in Tab. 1. As shown,
calibration using mean score and confusion matrix can both
lift the performance, especially for the rare classes. More
importantly, the upper bound of confusion matrix calibration
is much higher than that of mean score calibration (+ 9.4
APr on the random sampler and + 8.0 APr on RFS [12]
sampler with a similar performance on frequent classes).
Confusion matrix calibration achieves almost fully unbiased
performance. Please refer to Sec. 3.2 for details.

Accordingly, the fine-grained misclassification probabili-
ties between pairwise classes in the confusion matrix, which
we conclude as pairwise bias, is powerful as an indicator.
One vital issue which has to be resolved is that the validation
set is unavailable in practical training. One straightforward
intuition is to utilize instead the confusion matrix over the
train set for calibration. Unfortunately, this malfunctions as
shown in Tab. 4. This is probably due to the mismatch be-
tween the confusion matrix calculated at train and test time,
which is originated from diversified patterns of samples.

Inspired by [15] who conducted train-time disentangling
to replace test-time post compensation for long-tailed clas-
sification, we develop an online pairwise bias-driven cali-
bration method named PCB (Pairwise Class Balance). It
maintains a confusion matrix during training with fightback
targets generated in a matrix-transposed posterior manner to
balance the pairwise bias for each ongoing proposal learn-
ing. However, naive exploitation might limit the efficacy, as

stronger regularization could be detrimental to the discrimi-
nation ability while weaker regularization can not relieve the
pairwise bias well. To fully absorb the merits of the above
PCB regularization and meanwhile facilitate the debiasing,
a light prediction-dependent iterative paradigm is equipped.
It is accomplished by using the discriminative predictions
trained by the original one-hot labels to be embedded back
to enhance the features recurrently. PCB regularization is
gradually applied to the predictions from each step of the
enhanced feature. In this way, a more friendly, progressive
pairwise class balancing is achieved which is also proven to
be effective in later experimental sections.

To summarize, our contributions are as follows:
• We explore the use of confusion matrix to indicate pair-

wise model bias in the field of long-tailed instance seg-
mentation, which shows a promising upper bound.

• An Pairwise Class Balance method is proposed to tackle
the long-tailed instance segmentation.

• Extensive experiments on LVIS v0.5 and LVIS v1.0 show
the effectiveness of our method.

2. Related Work

Object Detection and Instance Segmentation. Object
detection has attracted lots of attention in recent years, with
remarkable improvements being made. Modern object de-
tection frameworks [2, 11, 21, 27, 32, 45] can be divided
into two-stage and one-stage ones. The two-stage detec-
tors [2, 11, 27] first generate a set of proposals in the first
stage, then refine the proposals and perform classification
in the second stage. While one-stage detectors [21, 32, 45]
directly predict bounding boxes. Compared to two-stage de-
tectors, one-stage detectors are faster, yet two-stage detectors
can provide better localization.

Mask R-CNN [13] adapts Faster R-CNN [27] to instance
segmentation task by adding a mask prediction branch in
the second stage. SOLO [37, 39] is another line of instance
segmentation that is box-free. Our work is based on Mask
R-CNN to stay the same as other long-tailed instance seg-
mentation works.

Long-tail Learning. Long-tailed learning problem is
across various domains (e.g., fine-grained recognition [33],
multi-label learning [41] and instance segmentation [12]).
Two classic solutions are data re-sampling [5, 12] which
aims to flatten the data distribution and loss re-weighting
[3, 8] which emphasizes more on tail data. Recent works
proposed decoupling training [17, 48] which first obtains a
good representation through conventional training and then
calibrates the classifier. Other techniques like ensemble [38],
self-supervised learning [19, 42] and knowledge distillation
[14, 19] are verified to be useful in long-tailed learning.

[12] first introduced the long-tailed learning problem to
instance segmentation and thus to object detection. They
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built a large vocabulary dataset named LVIS and proposed
a simple baseline RFS. [35] pointed out that the long-tail
property affects classification most. Later on, a series of
works tried to alleviate classification bias. One line of works
tried to improve the sample strategy [4, 10, 40, 43, 47], while
another major line of works focus on loss engineering. Equal-
ization Loss [30] and its improvements [29] down-weight the
negative gradients for tail classes from head classes, while
droploss [16] further takes the gradients from background
into consideration. Similarly, ACSL [36] only penalize neg-
ative classes over threshold. Separating the categories into
some small groups [20, 40] and simple calibration [24, 46]
helps, too. [26, 34] modified the original soft-max function
by embedding the distribution prior, achieving success. [10]
first introduce model statistics., it utilized mean classifica-
tion scores in place of the model-agnostic prior. It fails to
point out the direction the prediction of one class biased
to. So we take one step further, a two-dimensional statistics
(i.e., confusion matrix) is utilized to indicate fine-grained
pairwise bias.

Confusion Matrix. Confusion matrix is a classical tool
for error analysis. In many fields, it has shown powerful
abilities. It’s used to estimate the target distribution under
label shift [22]. In the field of label noise, rather than hard
prediction, [25] uses soft prediction on the cleanest sample
of each class to generate a confusion matrix and to assume
the noisy ratio. Similarly, [44] actually keeps a confusion
matrix using soft prediction for label smoothing. To the best
of our knowledge, we are the first to adopt confusion matrix
in the field of long-tailed learning.

3. Methodology
In this section, we first discuss the long-tailed phe-

nomenon in a pairwise bias perspective revealed by the con-
fusion matrix (cf. Sec. 3.1). Next, a post-hoc calibration
verification shows a promising upper bound of balancing the
bias (cf. Sec. 3.2). In realistic training, we propose an on-
line iterative regularization paradigm to relieve the pairwise
class bias that facilitates long-tailed instance segmentation
(cf. Sec. 3.3).

3.1. Confusion matrix on indicating pairwise bias

Most prior works dealing with long-tailed problems aim
at relieving the prediction bias between data rich classes
(i.e., head classes) and data scarce classes (i.e., tail classes).
They mainly convey the spirit of data re-sampling or loss
re-weighting. However, these are confined to sample-level,
without considering the model learning dynamics, and could
be sub-optimal. LOCE [10] proposed to use mean classi-
fication score for each category across training to reflect
the run-time predictive preference. Whereas, it failed to uti-
lize the inter-class relationship that is critical in long-tailed
literature. Instead, in this paper, we propose to leverage

the classification confusion matrix to indicate the learning
preference which we elaborate on in the following.

For ease of illustration and taking the classical two-stage
instance segmentation model Mask R-CNN [13] for instance,
we denote by F (·) the R-CNN classification head. Without
loss of generality, we mainly discuss the most-adopted cross-
entropy loss (CE) (see also the applicability to binary cross-
entropy in the last paragraph of Sec. 3.3). Normally, by
taking as input a proposal feature map X , F predicts a
categorical distribution z = F (X) ∈ RC+1 (C foreground
classes plus 1 background class). Since misclassification is
accustomed to being among foreground classes under long-
tailed setting [31], we investigate the foreground classes only.
This is achieved by excluding the background logit (zfg ∈
RC) and re-normalizing the multinomial class probability
below.

p̂i =
exp(zfgi )∑C
k=1 exp(z

fg
k )

. (1)

We denote M ∈ RC×C as the confusion matrix
which could be calculated given histogram votes in two-
dimensional bins of label-to-prediction statistics:

Mi,j =

∑
(x,y) I[argmax(zfg) = j, y = i]∑

(x,y) I[y = i]
, (2)

where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ C and I[·] serves as an indicator which
evaluates 1 when the inner condition satisfies and 0 other-
wise. To keep the finer misclassification distribution details
(that are truncated by argmax in Eq. 2) and also for more
stable training, we opt for a softened version by aggregating
the predicted probabilities at the ground-truth indice.

Mi,j =

∑
(x,y) p̂j ·I[y = i]∑
(x,y) I[y = i]

. (3)

Mi,j is the statistical probability, specifying to what ex-
tension a sample of class i is classified as j by the model.
Unequal values between Mi,j and Mj,i reflect the asymmet-
ric model preference between the two classes. We term the
phenomenon as pairwise bias. The pairwise bias between
class i and j becomes balanced when Mi,j = Mj,i. Usually,
in the long-tailed scenario, pairwise biases imbalance are
more likely to happen between head and tail classes, with
Mi,j > Mj,i,∀i ∈ T , j ∈ H where sets of tail classes and
head classes are denoted as T and H respectively. Under
extreme cases, there could be Mi,j ≫ Mj,i,∃i ∈ T , j ∈ H.
Officially, the head and tail classes are represented by three
class splits, i.e., frequent (f ), common (c) and rare (r). Prac-
tically, for Mask R-CNN ResNet-50-FPN trained on LVIS
v0.5, the probability of a frequent class instance being mis-
classified as a rare one, i.e., Mf,r is 0.01 while the versus
Mr,f is 0.19.
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Figure 2. Our proposed PCB framework: At each recurrent step r, the RoI features generated by the previous step are fed to the shared
prediction head to obtain predicted boxes and scores. Soft targets are generated according to the confusion matrix for classification
regularization LPCB , traded-off by αr over LCE . Subsequently, the RoI features are updated by the predictions for next step usage, and the
confusion matrix is updated by the current iteration of score statistics.

3.2. A post-hoc calibration trial

Intuitive exploitation of the confusion matrix is for post-
hoc calibration as mentioned in Sec. 1. Typically, a post-hoc
calibration could be conducted by following the spirits of
Bayes’ total probability theorem.

P (y = i|x) =
C∑

j=1

P (y = i|ŷ = j, x)P (ŷ = j|x), (4)

where condition x omit X = x, representing a proposal
feature. y = i and ŷ = j represent the events of “x belongs
to class i indeed” and “x is predicted as class j” respectively.
Naturally, the P (ŷ = j|x) term is instantiated by the pre-
dicted probability on j-th position (p̂j) of the classification
output. We instantiate P (y = i|ŷ = j, x) by M̂i,j via per-
forming normalization on the confusion matrix such that
elements of each column (not row) add up to 1.

M̂i,j =
Mi,j∑C

k=1 Mk,j

(5)

M̂i,j indicates how likely a sample is attributed to class i
overall, conditioned on being predicted as class j. It could be
viewed as an approximate expectation of P (y = i|ŷ = j, x).
Hence, a post-hoc calibration of the predicted probability of
sample x upon class i, dubbed p̃i, is corrected as:

p̃i =

C∑
j=1

M̂i,j p̂j (6)

In another view, the coefficient M̂i,j together with M̂j,i

comprise a pairwise bias defined in Sec. 3.1.

We also compare the above post-hoc calibration with the
one aided by unary mean classification scores [10] below:

si =

∑
(x,y) p̂i · I[y = i]∑

(x,y) I[y = i]
(7)

Apparently, they are exactly the diagonal elements in the con-
fusion matrix (Eq. 3), i.e., si = Mi,i (As a complementary,
the extra pairwise bias items retain fine-grained inter-class
misclassification hints, reflecting model preference in pairs
of classes). Following the empirical findings [10] that posi-
tive correlation exists between the mean classification score
and the number of instances, we conduct below adjustment
for calibration.

p̃i =
p̂i/si∑C

k=1 p̂k/sk
(8)

Beyond above calibration via Eq. 6 or 8 over foreground
classes, we keep using the same background probability
(p̃C+1 = p̂C+1) as suggested in [31, 34]. To ensure the
summation-1 property of the predictions, we first divide each
foreground probability by their sum, rendering

∑C
i=1 p̃i = 1

(still using the same symbol with slight abuse of the notation).
We then re-scale each foreground probability by multiplying
coefficient δ = 1− p̃C+1.

We testify the post-hoc calibration efficacy w.r.t. the two
metrics (confusion matrix or mean classification score). Ex-
periments are conducted upon LVIS v0.5 with confusion
matrix computed on the validation set. See Tab. 1 for the
details. For post-hoc evaluation which enables partial labels
for upper bound examination, actual categories of the pro-
posals are utilized to compute the confusion matrix (through
matching using Intersection-over-Union (IoU) between pro-
posals and ground-truth boxes). Notably, using confusion
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matrix for calibration is much more promising in respect
of AP on rare classes (≈ 10% higher in random mode and
similar to APc and APf ). Such advantages show a higher
upper bound of confusion matrix against mean classification
score by considering the non-diagonal pairwise biases. This
motivates our method in Sec. 3.3 below.

3.3. Online iterative confusion matrix learning

The above post-hoc calibration relies on validation labels
which are unavailable in usual training. Alternatively, one
might use the confusion matrix statistics over the training
set instead. However, the confusion matrix patterns on the
training and validation set can not match perfectly, e.g., due
to diversified object appearances even in the same category.
Results in Tab. 4 verify this experimentally. Inspired by [15]
who conducted train-time disentangling to replace the test-
time post compensation for classification, we propose to
conduct online pairwise class balancing during training using
the train-time confusion matrix information for long-tailed
instance segmentation. See Fig. 2 for our framework.

We update the confusion matrix during training through
exponential moving average (EMA). Specifically for the t-th
minibatch, we update the matrix rows, each corresponding
to a foreground class y by the averaged prediction outputs
of proposals assigned to it.

mt
y = γmt−1

y + (1− γ)p̄t
y , (9)

where mt
y and mt−1

y denote the y-th row vector of the con-
fusion matrix at t-1-th and t-th iteration, respectively. p̄t

y is
the averaged predicted probability vector and γ ∈ (0, 1) is
the momentum. Updates to categories that do not appear in
current iteration are skipped.

As specified in Sec. 3.2, the transformed confusion matrix
items (M̂i,j , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ C) by Eq. 5 reflect the conditional
posterior probability for rectification in the form of pair-
wise biases. We thus directly enforce the model to learn
such information as a fightback regularization. Specifically,
we leverage the transformed confusion matrix items as soft
targets. Formally, for each k-th foreground proposal of la-
bel y at current iteration, we apply a regularization upon
foreground-classes learning via cross entropy below.

LPCB(k) = −
C∑
i=1

M̂ t
i,y log p̂i (10)

Beyond the rationale elaborated above, the regularization
intuitively aims at balancing the pairwise biases. Taking a
pair of classes a and b for illustration, the predicted confi-
dence on class a and b is suppressed and raised simultane-
ously if there exists a preference Ma,b < Mb,a.

The regularization aims at relieving train-time pairwise
class balance in the macro model dynamics level. We keep

the plain cross-entropy loss LCE(·) for the micro sample
level classification. Denote K the number of proposals in
current minibatch, the total classification loss function be-
comes Lcls =

∑K
k=1 Lcls(k) with each term as:

Lcls(k) =

{
αLPCB(k) + (1− α)LCE(k), yk ̸= C + 1

LCE(k), otherwise
,

(11)
where α is a coefficient to trade-off the two loss functions.

As shown in Tab. 6, raw exploitation of PCB regulariza-
tion (Eq. 10) verifies the profits. Whereas, the performance
deteriorates as the regularization term becomes dominant
(α ≥ 0.2). We consider this is because current predictions
are less discriminative at the first time to achieve the joint
goal of the pairwise bias balancing and fundamental classifi-
cation. Motivated by this and also the refinement inspiration
in [7] (used to distinguish duplicated boxes in crowd de-
tection), we propose a light prediction-dependent iterative
paradigm to fully absorb the merits by PCB regularization.
The core lies in using predictions stemming from a proposal
feature to refine itself (then give a finer prediction next).
The predicted boxes and confidences are projected as sparse
spatial and channel attention to enhance the proposal fea-
ture, rather than direct concatenation as in [7] which could
lead to semantic gaps. See the supplementary material for
detailed analysis. Overall, Tab. 4 show the magic comple-
mentary benefits. The whole process takes place only in
the final head part and remains the proposal box unchanged,
unlike [2]. Technically, for each step r:

1. Calculating output classification logits zr ∈ RC+1 and
predicted box br ∈ R4C with regard to classification
and box head, given compact proposal feature map
Xr ∈ RHp×Wp×D (Hp, Wp and D are pooled 7 × 7
resolution and channel depth). X0 (r = 0) is the regular
proposal feature X .

2. Computing the regular localization loss Lr
loc together

with the modified classification loss Lr
cls (Eq. 11).

3. Using separate MLPs (FC-ReLU-FC) to project zr and
br as D- and HpWp-dimensional features. Namely,
obtaining frz = MLPcls(z

r) and frb = MLPloc(b
r)

which are then warped into shapes of R1×1×D and
RH×W×1 respectively, denoted by Xr

z and Xr
b .

4. Refining proposal feature Xr+1 = Xr
b ⊗Xr ⊕Xr

z . ⊗
and ⊕ denote broadcast element-wise multiplication
and addition, respectively.

Naturally, proposal features in later refinement steps be-
come more discriminative and could bear stronger regulariza-
tion. We simply impose a linear increase of αr = r−1

R−1α as
steps move on. Additionally, an outer step-wise coefficient
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wr is introduced, incorporating both the classification and
localization loss and we derive the overall objective:

L =

[
R∑

r=1

wr(L
r
cls + Lr

loc)

]
+ Lmask , (12)

The mask prediction loss is calculated once since the
segmentation sub-task has its own branch.
Extension to BCE classifier. Beyond cross-entropy, binary
cross-entropy (BCE) variants of classifiers with sigmoid
activation function are also prevalent in modern instance seg-
mentors. Our proposed method could be seamlessly applied
without modification apart from discarding Equation 5 since
the PCB regularization is designed for foreground classes,
naturally matching the BCE context. Experiments on EQL
v2 [29] show the effectiveness.

4. Experiments
In this section, we conduct experiments on the LVIS

dataset [12] to validate the effectiveness of our method. We
demonstrate the complementarity of our method to other
state-of-the-art long-tailed instance segmentation methods.

4.1. Experimental setup

Datasets. Experiments are performed on the large vocab-
ulary instance segmentation dataset LVIS. The LVIS v0.5
contains 1230 categories with both instance mask annota-
tions and bounding box annotations. The latest version LVIS
v1.0 includes 1203 categories. We conduct experiments and
ablation studies mainly on LVIS v0.5, while the results on
the prevalent LVIS v1.0 are also provided. The train set is
used for training and the validation set is used for evalua-
tion. All the categories are divided into three splits according
to the number of images that each category appears in the
train set: rare (1-10 images), common (11-100 images) and
frequent (> 100).
Evaluation metrics. Following common protocol, we adopt
Average Precision (AP) as the evaluation metric, which is
averaged across IoU threshold from 0.5 to 0.95. AP for the
main mask prediction task are omitted as AP and AP for
object detection is denoted as APb. AP50 and AP75 are also
evaluated for comparison. We report detailed AP results on
rare, common and frequent splits, denoted as APr, APc and
APf . Besides, we also evaluate methods on a new metric
to examine the pairwise class balance of confusion matrix
on validation set, named Pairwise Bias (PwB in short) . In
detail, PwB(M) = ∥M−M⊤∥F , where M⊤ stands for the
transpose of M and ∥ · ∥F is the Frobenius Normalization.
Implementation details. For the implementation of our
PCB, we set the dimension of hidden layers in MLPloc and
MLPcls to 512. For EQL v2 [29], we addtionally apply a
LayerNorm [1] before MLPcls only to make the training
stable, which will not increase the performance. For a RoI

feature, it will go through the same prediction head for three
iterations and generate classification scores and bounding
box predictions three times, while only the last one is used
for evaluation. The classification loss weights wt for each of
the three iterations are set to 0.2, 0.2 and 0.6 as to guarantee
the performance of the last iteration. The EMA momentum
γ is set to 0.99 as default, and we choose α = 0.4 for
any method without modification of the loss function. For
implementation on EQL v2 [29] and Seesaw [34], LPCB and
LCE should be modified accordingly. As PCB regularization
only replaces one-hot label to soft target, this could be easily
achieved by applying this to these methods. Due to the
change of loss function, the model is strongly re-balanced,
α is to 0.2 and 0.05 respectively, as a complement. The
PCB regularization term is applied after the 16th epoch.
For Seesaw [34], an RFS sampler is applied to have a fair
comparison with LOCE [10] which also resamples the data.
For training strategies, we follow the common recipe [34],
please refer to our supplemental material for details.

4.2. Benchmark results

Our PCB, which aims to achieve pairwise class balance,
can be a complement to any existing long-tailed instance
segmentation method. Experiments are conducted on LVIS
v0.5 and LVIS v1.0 across various base methods, including
two state-of-the-art solutions EQL v2 [29] and Seesaw Loss
[34]. Results are shown in Tab. 2. When equipped with PCB,
the AP of all base methods gets improved, especially for APr.
Even on the strong re-balancing method Seesaw, there is still
an obvious rise of the rare AP (e.g., + 3.5 APr on LVIS v0.5).
This is due to the exploration of the pairwise bias in PCB,
which has not been considered in the previous works and thus
still exists in those SOTA models. Another interesting thing
is that PCB hardly ever hurts APf to compensate for the APr,
and the APf is even improved sometimes. Additionally, the
PwB metric value and the model AP are negatively correlated,
our PCB can effectively decreases the PwB.

In Tab. 3, we report the comparison with those state-of-
the-art methods across different backbone networks on LVIS
v0.5 and LVIS v1.0. In all experiments, the implemented
Seesaw + PCB achieve both the best mask AP and box AP.
The gap between APr and APf is narrowed.

4.3. Ablation study

In this part, A comprehensive ablation study is conducted
to analyze various components in our PCB. Experiments are
conducted on LVIS v0.5 using Mask R-CNN with ResNet-
50-FPN. RFS is applied unless otherwise specified.
Components in PCB. There are two components in PCB,
the regularization term and the learning paradigm. Experi-
ments are conducted to verify the choice of each, results of
which is summarized in Tab. 4. To evaluate the effectiveness
of designed PCB regularization, we conduct a comparison
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Table 2. Results on the validation set of LVIS v0.5 and LVIS v1.0 with a ResNet-50 backbone. Our PCB can be complementary to various
methods, including the baseline method Softmax, sampling methods (e.g., RFS [12]), one with binary classifier (e.g., EQL v2 [29]), and
even strong state-of-the-art methods (e.g., Seesaw [34]). The results of RFS and EQL v2 on LVIS v1.0 are direct copied from [10], and the
results of Seesaw on LVIS v1.0 are directly copied from [6].

Dataset LVIS v0.5 LVIS v1.0
Method PCB AP APr APc APf APb PwB ↓ AP APr APc APf APb PwB ↓

Softmax
✗ 21.9 4.6 21.7 28.9 21.9 13.8 19.0 1.3 16.7 29.3 19.9 14.5
✓ 25.1 12.6 25.5 29.5 25.2 8.4 22.6 7.7 21.8 29.9 24.1 8.8

RFS [12]
✗ 25.6 16.0 26.4 28.5 25.6 13.6 23.7 13.5 22.8 29.3 24.7 -
✓ 27.7 21.8 28.0 29.7 28.2 8.8 26.5 18.5 26.5 30.2 28.3 9.0

EQL v2 [29]
✗ 26.9 17.8 27.2 29.5 26.5 10.9 25.5 17.7 24.3 30.2 26.1 -
✓ 27.8 20.9 28.4 29.9 28.1 7.4 26.2 18.2 25.9 30.1 27.3 6.5

Seesaw [34]
✗ 27.8 19.9 28.9 29.5 27.3 7.9 26.8 19.8 26.3 30.5 27.6 7.5
✓ 28.8 23.4 29.6 30.0 28.6 7.0 27.2 19.0 27.1 30.9 28.1 6.4

Table 3. Comparing with the state-of-the-art on LVIS v0.5 and LVIS v1.0 with various backbones. † indicates results copied from [10]. ‡

indicates results copied from [6].

Dataset Backbone Method AP AP50 AP75 APr APc APf APb

LVIS v0.5 R-50-FPN

BAGS [20]† 26.3 - - 18.0 26.9 28.7 25.8
EQL v2 [29]† 26.9 41.5 28.9 17.8 27.2 29.5 26.5
LOCE [10]† 28.4 - - 22.0 29.0 30.2 28.2
Seesaw [34] 27.8 42.6 29.6 19.9 28.9 29.5 27.3
Seesaw + PCB 28.8 43.8 30.9 23.4 29.6 30.0 28.6

LVIS v1.0 R-50-FPN

EQL v2 [29]† 25.5 - - 17.7 24.3 30.2 26.1
LOCE [10]† 26.6 - - 18.5 26.2 30.7 27.4
Seesaw [34]‡ 26.8 41.3 28.4 19.8 26.3 30.5 27.6
Seesaw + PCB 27.2 41.7 29.4 19.0 27.1 30.9 28.1

LVIS v1.0 R-101-FPN

BAGS [20]† 25.6 - - 17.3 25.0 30.1 26.4
EQL v2 [29]† 27.2 - - 20.6 25.9 31.4 27.9
LOCE [10]† 28.0 - - 19.5 27.8 32.0 29.0
Seesaw [10]‡ 28.2 42.7 30.2 21.0 27.8 31.8 28.9
Seesaw + PCB 28.8 43.3 30.9 22.6 28.3 32.0 29.9

with label smoothing [23] and online label smoothing [44].
Apparently, PCB regularization surpasses both. It obtains im-
provements on all splits, especially for the rare classes (+2.9
APr), which differs from traditional schemes doing trade-
offs. On the contrary, online label smoothing which does
not consider the long-tailed distribution exacerbates the bias.
The comparison between deep supervision (DSN) [18, 28]
and our proposed iterative learning paradigm is also con-
ducted. The performance of PCB gets improved when
equipped with either DSN or iterative learning paradigm
even if applying DSN alone hurts the performance, which
shows the effectiveness of such a progressive learning man-
ner. The prediction-based self-calibrated iterative learning
paradigm still has advantages over DSN, the performance
of all splits is better than that of which with DSN. The re-
sults of post-hoc confusion matrix calibration (CM) are also
provided, of which the confusion matrix is calculated on the
train set. The performance of PCB regularization surpasses
the post-hoc confusion matrix calibration on all category

splits, which supports our choice to do online learning.

Hyper-parameters. We test the two main hyper-parameters
in PCB, the momentum γ for the update of confusion matrix,
and the PCB regularization coefficient α. The results are
summarized in Tab. 5 and Tab. 6. In Tab. 5, with the increase
of γ, the performance of rare classes is gradually improved,
which is opposite to common classes. Overall, however, the
performance is robust to the choice of γ. We vary α from 0
to 1. With the increase of α, APr first gets improved quickly
then drops slowly. A similar phenomenon happens on APc

and APf too. When α = 0, the model gets no regularization
to relieve the bias. And if α = 1, too strong regularization
harms the basic classification. We thus choose an α = 0.4
to trade-off between pairwise balance and discrimination.

Prediction in each recurrent step. PCB outputs predictions
at each recurrent step which is embedded to the input of
next recurrent step. In Tab. 7, we evaluate the classification
predictions of each step. The performance of rare classes is
gradually raised through iterations, while the performance
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Table 4. Ablation study of each component in PCB. The choose of
regularization (Regu.), and the learning paradigm (Paradigm). La-
bel smoothing (LS) [23] and online label smoothing (OLS) [44] is
to compare with PCB regularization. Deep supervision (DSN) [18]
is to compare with our iterative learning paradigm. The results of
post-hoc confusion matrix calibration (CM) are also provided. †

indicates using train set confusion matrix, which differs from that
in Tab. 1.

Regu. Paradigm AP APr APc APf APb

N/A N/A 25.6 16.0 26.4 28.5 25.6
CM† N/A 25.4 17.8 25.8 27.8 25.2
LS [23] N/A 25.9 16.9 26.3 29.1 26.0
OLS [44] N/A 25.6 15.4 26.4 28.6 25.7
PCB N/A 26.7 18.9 27.5 28.8 27.1
N/A DSN [18] 24.8 15.4 25.2 27.9 24.2
N/A Iterative 26.5 17.4 27.3 29.2 26.8
PCB DSN [18] 26.9 21.1 27.0 29.1 28.0
PCB Iterative 27.7 21.8 28.0 29.7 28.2

Table 5. Analysis on the influence of different EMA momentum γ.

γ AP APr APc APf APb

0.9 27.6 19.3 28.8 29.3 28.3
0.99 27.7 21.8 28.0 29.7 28.2

0.999 27.5 22.1 27.6 29.5 28.4

Table 6. Analysis on the influence of different PCB regularization
coefficient α. Experiments are conducted with RFS on LVIS v0.5.

α AP APr APc APf APb

0.0 26.5 17.4 27.3 29.2 26.8
0.2 27.4 20.3 27.8 29.6 28.1
0.4 27.7 21.8 28.0 29.7 28.2
0.6 27.7 21.3 28.2 29.5 28.5
0.8 27.4 21.3 27.9 29.1 28.4
1.0 26.6 20.9 26.9 28.6 27.6

of frequent classes is affected little or even improved. It
indicates the mechanism of our PCB that, from recurrent
step to recurrent step, the bias of the rare towards the frequent
is relieved. The progressive debiasing manner ensures the
performance of frequent classes. Interestingly, even the
performance of the first recurrent step that is trained only
by CE loss surpasses the corresponding base method in
Tab. 2 and predictions from the middle step may even be
comparable with the final prediction. It might be brought by
the weight sharing of different recurrent steps.
Comparison with other complementary methods. Be-
sides our PCB, the recent proposed NORCAL [24] is also
a complementary method which does post-hoc calibration
according to the training distribution. To show the superior-
ity of PCB, experiments are conducted on various methods.
The results are summarized in Tab. 8 . It’s not surprising that
NORCAL can improve the performance of RFS while fails

Table 7. The performance of each recurrent step’s prediction of a
3-step PCB. Experiments are conducted on LVIS v0.5.

Method step id AP APr APc APf APb

Softmax
1 22.9 8.3 22.6 29.1 23.0
2 24.6 10.6 25.0 29.6 24.7
3 25.1 12.6 25.5 29.5 25.2

RFS [12]
1 26.8 20.7 27.1 29.0 27.0
2 27.8 21.0 28.4 29.7 28.4
3 27.7 21.8 28.0 29.7 28.2

Table 8. Comparison with NORCAL [24] which is also comple-
mentary to other methods. NORCAL is grid searched and reported
the results from optimal hyper-parameters for each method.

Method AP APr APc APf APb

RFS 25.6 16.0 26.4 28.5 25.6
RFS + NORCAL 27.4 19.6 28.8 28.8 27.4
RFS + PCB 27.7 21.8 28.0 29.7 28.2
EQL v2 26.9 17.8 27.2 29.5 26.5
EQL v2 + NORCAL 26.8 20.5 27.0 29.2 26.4
EQL v2 + PCB 27.8 20.9 28.4 29.9 28.1
Seesaw 27.8 19.9 28.9 29.5 27.3
Seesaw + NORCAL 27.8 20.9 28.9 29.2 27.4
Seesaw + PCB 28.8 23.4 29.6 30.0 28.6

to do so on strong baselines. NORCAL only relies on the
label distribution that lacks the inter-class relation, so will
get embarrassed when the baseline is strongly re-balanced.
It’s not the situation for PCB, that PCB can still relieve the
pairwise bias to obtain further improvements even on strong
strong EQL v2 and Seesaw as shown in Tab. 8.

5. Conclusions and Limitations
In this paper, we propose to utilize the pairwise biases ex-

isting in the confusion matrix statistics as strong and intuitive
indicator to facilitate more balanced long-tailed instance seg-
mentation. Such indicator possesses more fine-grained inter-
class relationship details which help achieve much higher
performance upper bound . In short, an online calibration
method aiming at Pairwise Class Balance (PCB) is proposed
to relieve the long-tailed instance segmentation by generating
fightback soft targets in the form of a simple regularization.
Towards more friendly regularization, an iterative learning
paradigm is devised to progressively relieve the pairwise
bias. Experimentally, our proposed PCB method improves
the performance of various existing long-tailed instance seg-
mentation methods, establishing a new state-of-the-art on
the very challenging LVIS benchmark.
LIMITATION: There could be room for improving statistical
manner of the confusion matrix which is a tradeoff between
historical and coming-batch statistics. The former introduces
lags in reflecting current model status, while the later is
unrepresentative. We will ameliorate PCB in the future.
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